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Abstract — This paper presents the design and experimental
test of the robotic elbow exoskeleton NEUROExos
(NEUROBOTICS Elbow Exoskeleton). The design of
NEUROExos was focused on three solutions which enable its use
for post-stroke physical rehabilitation. Firstly, double-shelled
links allow an ergonomic physical human-robot interface, and
consequently a comfortable interaction. Secondly, a 4-degree-offreedom passive mechanism, embedded in the link, allows the
user’s elbow and robot axes to be constantly aligned during
movement. The robot axis can passively rotate on the frontal and
horizontal planes 30° and 40° respectively, and translate on the
horizontal plane 30 millimeters. Finally, a variable impedance
antagonistic actuation system allows NEUROExos to be
controlled with two alternative strategies: independent control of
the joint position and stiffness, for robot-in-charge rehabilitation
mode, and near-zero impedance torque control, for patient-incharge rehabilitation mode. In robot-in-charge mode, the passive
joint stiffness can be changed in the range 24-56 N∙m/rad. In
patient-in-charge mode, NEUROExos output impedance ranges
from 1 N∙m/rad, for 0.3 Hz motion, to 10 N∙m/rad, for 3.2 Hz
motion.
Index Terms — Rehabilitation Robotics, Wearable Robotics,
Smart Actuators, Human-Robot Joint Axes Self-Alignment,
Physical Human-Robot Interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

troke is the major cause of adult long-term disability in
Europe and many other countries [1]-[3] and strains
national services and related costs [4]-[6]. In about 85%
of cases, stroke causes hemiparesis in subjects, resulting in
impairment of the upper limb and disabilities in performing
activities of daily living, with consequent medical and social
care consuming a huge amount of healthcare resources [7].
Robot-aided physical rehabilitation has been proposed to
support the physicians in providing high-intensity therapy,
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Fig. 1 Overview of NEUROExos: (a) lateral view, (b) front view.

consisting of repetitive movements of the impaired limb [7][9]. Robots can allow patients to receive a more effective and
stable rehabilitation process, and therapists to reduce their
workload. Robots can also offer reliable tools for functional
assessment of patient progress and recovery by measuring
physical parameters, such as speed, direction, and strength of
patient residual voluntary activity [10]. Robot-aided
rehabilitation is slowly convincing the community of
therapists to be as good as or even better than manual therapy
[10]-[12].
Common architectures of rehabilitation robots include: endpoint manipulators [11], [13]-[16], cable suspensions [17][19], and powered exoskeletons [20]-[33]. Among these,
powered exoskeletons, despite their higher system complexity,
can provide assistance independently to each user’s joint. This
allows to better retrain the correct physiological muscleskeletal synergies, minimizing and controlling any
compensatory movement.
An exoskeleton for post-stroke physical rehabilitation is a
non-portable mechanical device that is anthropomorphic in
nature, is “worn” by the user and fits closely to his or her body
[33]. Given the close interaction with the user, comfort is a
major concern. The robot should be lightweight and take into
account the user’s joints range of motion (ROM),
anthropometry, and kinematics [32], [34]. The physical
human-robot interaction (pHRI) area should be large and
match the shape of the patient’s limb, to reduce the pressure
on the user’s skin [27], [35]. Furthermore, the actuation and
control of the robot should allow safe execution of
rehabilitation exercises in two modes of operation: robot-incharge, when the robot is driving the subject in doing the
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exercises, and patient-in-charge, when the subject is driving
the robot that is only partially assisting the movement [11].
In this paper we introduce NEUROExos, a novel elbow
powered exoskeleton (see Fig. 1) designed for post-stroke
rehabilitation of the arm, ensuring maximum comfort and
safety to the patient. NEUROExos presents three innovative
design solutions:
1. a compact and light-weight mechanical structure with
double-shelled links, with a wide pHRI area to minimize
the pressure on the skin;
2. a 4-degree-of-freedom passive mechanism that unloads
the elbow articulation from undesired loads by ensuring
the alignment of human and robot joint axes;
3. an antagonistic, compliant remote actuation system with
an independent joint position and stiffness control (for
robot-in-charge exercises) and a near-zero impedance
torque control (for patient-in-charge exercises).
In the paper we also present the results of the experimental
characterization carried out to assess: the suitability of the
pHRI area for a comfortable interaction, the functionality of
the 4-DOF passive mechanism by comparing its degree of
laxity with the one of the human elbow axis, and the
performance of the actuation, sensory and control system.
NEUROExos was previously introduced by two conference
papers: in [36] we gave an overview of the design paradigm,
and in [37] we presented the passive compliance controller.
NEUROExos was also used as a test bed for control
algorithms and sensory system: in [38]-[40] we used it to test
two different algorithms for detecting user motor intentions,
and in [41] to validate a new sensing technology for
measuring human-robot interaction pressure onto a wide
tailored interaction surface.
The design of NEUROExos is described in Section II,
results of the experimental characterization are reported in
Section III and are discussed in Section IV. Finally, Section V
draws the conclusions.
II. THE NEUROEXOS PLATFORM
This section presents the main technical solutions of
NEUROExos. Five subsystems are implemented on the
platform and described hereafter: the double-shelled link
structure, the 4-DOF passive mechanism, the antagonistic
tendon-driven compliant actuation, and the control and
sensory systems.
A. Double-shelled links
Most upper-limb powered exoskeletons are made of barshaped links, coupled with the user's limb segments through
multiple orthotic shells or cuffs [26]-[32]. This solution, while
simple, introduces problems in terms of encumbrance, inertia,
and kinematic compatibility with the limb, resulting in a poor
wearability of the robot. To overcome these limitations, the
links of NEUROExos are made of a double-shelled structure
(Fig. 2-a) composed of two concentric shells (inner and outer
shells).
Outer shells provide structural stiffness and strength to the
robot, and transfer the load to the human limb segments.
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Fig. 2 Double-shelled links: (a) exploded view of the links, (b) zoom
on the double-walled carbon-fiber structure of outer shells, and (c)
section view of the mechanism connecting outer and inner shells: (1)
layer of polypropylene, (2) layer of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA), (3)
elastic bushing, (4) aluminium frame, (5) spherical joint, (6) threaded
rod.

Compared with bar links, shell-shaped links have their center
of mass closer to the longitudinal axis of the human limb
segment thanks to an optimized material distribution around
the limb segment. This reduces the possibility that the
assistive load applies an uncomfortable torque about the
longitudinal axis of the human limb segment.
Inner shells are in direct contact with the user’s arm to
transfer the loads. Thanks to the use of a soft orthopaedic
material and a wide interaction area, they contribute to reduce
the pressure on the user’s skin and ensure a comfortable
interaction [41].
1) Inner shells
Each inner shell is made of two half-shells, coupled with the
dorsal and ventral sides of the arm (Fig. 2-a) and fastened with
velcro belts, as shown in Fig. 1. Inner shells have a twolayered structure: a 3 mm-thick internal layer of ethylene vinyl
acetate (555XEB/3, M.T.O., Italy), for moisture draining and
skin transpiration, and a 3 mm-thick outer layer of
polypropylene (558/3 M.T.O., Italy). Inner shells come in
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different sizes, and can also be tailor-made on each subject
(e.g. by thermo-shaping a polypropylene layer).
2) Outer shells
Outer shells have a double-walled carbon fibre structure,
which has total height of 10 millimeters and thickness of 1.5
millimeters (see Fig. 2-b). Size and shape of the NEUROExos
outer shells were designed by using a 3D model of the human
arm surface. This surface was obtained by laser-scanning
(INKAY, Italy) and digitalization (Pro/Engineer, PTC, MA,
USA) of the arm surface of a voluteer (male, height 175 cm,
weight 75 kg). Outer shells can be connected to inner shells of
different shapes, and, therefore, allow the same exoskeleton
links to be used by several users. Outer shells also house the
aluminium frames of the 4-DOF passive mechanism, the gear
box for the active flexion-extension DOF, and the inner-outer
shell connecting elements (Fig. 2-a).
NEUROExos upper-arm and forearm links (including all
actuation and mechanics components) have a total weight of
1.65 kg and 0.65 kg respectively, and the moment of inertia of
the forearm link about the flexion-extension axis is equal to
7.2·10-3 kg·m2.
3) Inner-outer shell connecting elements
The connection between inner and outer shells is obtained
through a small mechanism that allows small relative
adjustments.
The connection is depicted in Fig. 2-c. An aluminium frame
is embedded within the carbon fiber structure and houses a
ball joint (GE 8C, SKF, Sweden). A threaded rod passes
through the ball joint and is screwed into an elastic bushing
(Radialflex M4, Paulstra, France), which is connected to the
inner shell. Turning the threaded rod allows the regulation of
the inter-shell distance (dimension d in Fig. 2-c) in a range of
15 millimiters. Four connecting mechanisms are used for each
couple of inner-outer shells. The relative spatial orientation
between inner and outer shells is set by independently
changing the distance d at each connection point. Passive ball
joints allow the rods to passively tilt of a maximum angle α of
15° (see Fig. 2-c), thus preventing the inner shells from being
strained. Elastic bushings provide the connecting mechanisms
with a high longitudinal (along the threaded rod longitudinal
axis) compression stiffness (100 N/mm), which is needed for
load transferring between inner and outer shells, and a low
tangential stiffness (15 N/mm) allowing small relative sliding
motions between shells.
B. The 4-DOF passive mechanism
Exoskeletal machines are worn by the user, therefore they
should match the constraints given by the kinematics of the
limb to be assisted because misalignements between human
and robot joint rotation axes can cause translational forces at
the pHRI surface [43]. These translational forces are highly
undesired, since they load the skin and the muscleskeletal
system, and make the interaction uncomfortable or even
painful [34].
The problem of joint axes misalignment is particularly
critical in exoskeletons interacting with the upper limb in
multiple points (i.e. hand, forearm, upper-arm, and/or trunk).
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Fig. 3 Anatomy of the human elbow: (1) humerus, (2) radius, (3)
ulna, (4) capitellum, (5) throclea, (6) lateral facet of capitellum, (7)
lateral facet of trochlea. AH is the humerus longitudinal axis, AU is
the ulna longitudinal axis, AML is the anatomical medial-lateral axis
passing from the capitellum center to the trochlear center [46], βh and
βf are the frustum vertex angles respectively on the horizontal and
frontal planes (adapted from [71]).

Given that each limb segment is connected rigidly to the robot,
translational forces are entirely unloaded on the user’s skin
and articulation. A correct alignment is difficult to achieve in
exoskeletons, given that the exact location and orientation of
human joint axes cannot be detected from the outside without
complex imaging techniques. Moreover, many human joints
do not behave as simple hinges, changing the spatial
configuration of their rotation axis along with the joint motion.
The misalignment problem has been often addressed by
designing specific kinematics schemes [26], [28]-[31] or joints
[27], [32]. However, a more general methodology to address
this issue has been proposed in [34]. The basic idea consists of
mounting the active rotational joint on a moveable
translational passive mechanism which decouples the robot
joint rotations from axis translations. Translational passive
mechanisms unload human limb segments and articulations
from undesired translational forces, while the rotational active
joints transfer the assistive torques onto the human joints [34].
This solution, however, does not take into account the laxity
of the elbow articulation. Elbow laxity has been widely
investigated in orthopedics studies, showing that elbow
articulation behaves as a “loose hinge joint” [44]-[46]. Over
the flexion-extention motion range, the elbow rotation axis is
not firm, but traces the surface of a double quasi-conic frustum
with an elliptical cross-section [44]-[45] (see Fig. 3). The
double frustum has both an inter- and intra-individual
variability, the latter being determined by: the flexion mode
(active or passive motion of the joint), the forearm position
(pronated or supinated) and any varus or valgus torque loading
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Fig. 4 Schematic drawings and pictures describing the strucutre and
working principles of the NEUROExos 4-DOF passive mechanism:
(a) CAD and (b) layout of the passive mechanism: (1) NEUROExos
flexion-extension joint, axis AFE, (2) prismatic joint trough splined
shaft, (3) universal joint, (4) circular slider, (5) carbon fiber link, (6)
linear slider, (7) spherical joint, (8) spherical joint, (9) rotational
joint, (c) zoom on joins (1), (2), (3) and (4): AUv and AUh are the
vertical and horizontal rotational axes of the universal joint, the
splined shaft allows for the prismatic joint (2) whose axis coincides
with AFE, (d) implementation of the passive mechanism.

the articulation. In particular, the frustum vertex angles βf, on
the frontal plane, and βh, on the horizontal plane, assume a
maximum value of about 10° and 6° respectively. In addition,
the elbow average rotation axis over a full flexion-extension
task forms an angle of 80°-92° with the humerus longitudinal
axis AH onto the frontal plane, and an angle of ±5° with the
medial-lateral anatomic axis AML onto the horizontal plane.
Starting from the variability of the human elbow laxity, we
designed a 4-DOF passive mechanism which provides the
NEUROExos powered axis with the same degree of laxity of
the human elbow. Thanks to this passive mechanism, the
active axis can trace a double conoid whose frustum vertex
angles satisfy both the intra- and inter-subject variability of
elbow axis laxity. In addition, two passive translational DOFs
unload the elbow articulation from undesired translational
forces.
The passive mechanism scheme along with its
implementation is depicted in Fig. 4. The mechanism consists
of a closed-chain composed of 13 passive joints: 4 prismatic, 4
spherical, 2 circular sliders, 2 universal and 1 rotational joint.

Fig. 5 Description of the passive movements obtained by means of
the NEUROExos 4-DOF passive mechanism: (a) rotation in the
frontal plane, (b) rotation in the horizontal plane, (c) translation of the
forearm link along the flexion-extension axis, and (d) translation in
the horizontal plane.

Despite its complexity, this compact mechanism fits within the
space between upper-arm inner and outer shells, and therefore
does not affect the overall system encumbrance.
NEUROExos flexion-extension axis AFE is identified by the
two axes of the prismatic joints labeled as 2 in Fig. 4. These
joints are implemented by means of two splined shaft-hole
couplings having a ROM of 35 millimeters. Each splined shaft
is attached to a universal joint (labeled as 3, see Fig. 4), whose
ROM is 100° around its horizontal axis (AUh) and 24° around
its vertical axis (AUv) (see Fig. 4-c). Each fork housing a
universal joint is then attached to a slider (joint number 4 in
Fig. 4) which moves along a circular trajectory having a
diameter of 120 millimeters and an angular ROM of 42°.
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Through an L-shaped carbon fiber link, the circular slider is
connected to a linear slider (joint number 6, ROM of 30
millimeters). The linear slider is linked to the rotational joint
labeled as 9 (ROM of 40°) by means of two spherical joints
(male threaded, maintenance-free rod ends, SKF, Göteborg,
Sweden), labeled as 7 and 8, connected by a bar with an
adjustable length.
The passive mechanism provides four DOFs as depicted in
Fig. 5. Three DOFs are used to allow the NEUROExos axis
AFE to trace a double conic frustum:
1. AFE can rotate in the frontal plane of an angle γf = ±15°
(see Fig. 5-a);
2. AFE can rotate in the horizontal plane of an angle γh =
±21° (see Fig. 5-b);
3. the NEUROExos forearm link can slide along the axis
AFE of a distance of ±15 mm (see Fig. 5-c).
This latter DOF, which is determined by the prismatic joints
labeled as 2 in Fig. 4, allows the self-alignment of the waist of
the double quasi-conic frustum traced by the elbow axis with
the vertex of the double conoid traced by the NEUROExos
axis along the anatomical medial-lateral axis AML.
The fourth DOF, shown in Fig. 5-d, allows the AFE to
translate on the horizontal plane along the antero-posterior
direction of a segment Δh= ±15 mm. Therefore it allows any
undesired translational force acting on this direction to be
unloaded [34].
Finally, the elastic bushings of NEUROExos allow the
user’s upper arm (rigidly connected to the upper inner shell) to
slide against the NEUROExos upper shell. This way an
additional DOF is given to the NEUROExos axis AFE which
unloads the subject’s articulation from the frontal-plane
component of the undesired translational force.
C. Antagonistic compliant actuation
The actuation and control system of an exoskeleton for poststroke physical rehabilitation should provide two different
therapy protocols. The two modalities can be described as
robot-in-charge and patient-in-charge [47], [48]. In robot-incharge mode, which is usually implemented in the initial stage
of the rehabilitation process when patients cannot move
autonomously, the robot should be able to promote a desired
motion pattern. This modality requires the robot to have
relatively high joint impedance. Patient-in-charge mode is
needed when the subject can control some movements of
his/her limb, and requires some assistance from the system to
complete the task. In this latter case, the robot should not
hinder the patient motion, but rather it should show near-zero
impedance while assisting the user. Therefore it is
fundamental to provide the robot with impedance control.
Active control of impedance can be achieved using rigid
actuation systems, such as geared electric motors, and a
closed-loop torque control. Unfortunately, beyond the closedloop control bandwidth, the system will show high inherent
impedance [27]-[28], which raises strong safety issues [49].
Series elastic actuators have been successfully applied in this
field to solve safety issues [47], [48], [50], [51]. In this case,
the actuation is not rigid and allows relatively low joint
impedance across the entire frequency spectrum. However,

Fig. 6 Schematic drawing of the antagonistic tendon-driven
compliant actuation and sensory system of the NEUROExos: (a) two
remote antagonistic units, named flexor (‘flx’) and extensor (‘ext’),
power the NEUROExos active joint, (b) exploded view of the driving
block, and (c) working principle of the cable force sensors.

variations in the output impedance can still be achieved only
by means of closed-loop interaction control strategies [49].
The so called “actively-adjustable passive compliance”
actuators [52]-[55] overcome these limitations. This kind of
actuation system can provide software-controllable hardware
compliance, simplifying the control system, minimizing the
risk of instabilities of active impedance control, and
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guaranteeing maximum safety in the interaction with the
robot. The adjustable compliant behavior of this actuator
system is obtained by means of an inherent hardware property
of the actuation, requiring no closed-loop control.
NEUROExos is powered by an antagonistic-driven
compliant joint (ADCJ), an actively-adjustable passive
compliance actuator successfully exploited in [20], [25]. The
ADCJ is powered by two antagonist actuation units, each
showing a non-linear elastic behaviour with an adjustable
resting position.
The layout of the ADCJ implemented on NEUROExos is
depicted in Fig. 6-a. It consists of a pair of remote and
independent antagonistic units [56]-[60]. Each unit consists of
a series of: a non-linear elastic mechanism with a quadratic
force ( ) vs. cable elongation ( ) function (
with
N/mm2 and
N/mm), a
linear hydraulic actuator with a stroke of 50 millimeters
(Parker-Hannifin Corp., OH, USA), a stroke amplifier
(transforming a hydraulic piston displacement
into an
elongation of the transmission
, where
is the
amplification ratio), and a steel-wire rope with a diameter of
1.4 millimeters (Carl Stahl, Süssen, Germany) which transmits
the force to the NEUROExos driving block through a Bowden
cable.
The non-linear elastic mechanism is based on a linear
tension spring coupled with a cam mechanism (see Fig. 6-a),
which was presented and characterized in [57]. By using a
tension spring of 80 N/mm (T series, D.I.M. srl, Italy)
NEUROExos achieves a passive joint stiffness in the range
20-60 N m/rad. This range is comparable to the one of the
human elbow measured in single- [61] and multi-joint arm
movements [62] and thus prevents the subject from an
uncomfortable (or even painful) interaction with an
excessively stiff device in case of involuntary spastic
movements. Moreover, the stiffness range of NEUROExos is
also comparable to that generated by state-of-the-art end-point
manipulators on the elbow [11].
Each hydraulic cylinder is controlled by a three-land-fourway proportional electronic valve, commanded by a ±10 V
DC signal, which sets the piston velocity [56], [60]. The
hydraulic circuit is powered by a three-phase 1.1 kW AC
motor (Parker-Hannifin Corp., OH, USA).
Fig. 6-b shows an exploded view of the driving block, which
has a maximum output torque of 15 Nm. This unit is
composed by the driving pulley (radius of 19 millimeters),
which the antagonistic steel ropes wrap around, a custommade planetary gear that amplifies the torque by a factor of
four, the frame housing the force sensors, and two mechanical
end stops that prevent elbow hyperextension and hyperflexion.
Although the planetary gear slightly increases the
encumbrance and the inertia of the driving block, its use
enables the force transmitted by each antagonist cable to be
lowered by a factor of four. This is beneficial for two reasons.
First, the lower the trasmitted force, the lower is the friction
loss given by the Bowden cables, as outlined in [63] and
discussed in our previous works [56]-[60], [64]. In fact, high
values of friction would affect the static passive behaviour of
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the NEUROExos joint when controlled in passive-compliance
control mode (see Section E.1): higher the friction, higher the
discrepancy between the desired and actual torque field.
Second, lowering the transmitted force on the tendon cable
also reduces - by the same factor four - the full-scale range of
the cable force sensor, which can therefore have smaller size
and, consequenlty, the overall design of the driving block can
be more compact.
D. Sensory apparatus
A 1024 ppr incremental optical encoder (2420, Kübler,
Germany) was assembled coaxially with the driving pulley
(see Fig. 6-a and Fig. 6-b) and the sun gear to measure the
flexion-extension rotation angle (resolution of 0.022°).
Two custom-made load cells were included in the design to
measure the force transmitted by the antagonist tendon cables.
In Fig. 6-c the working principle and the layout of the force
sensors is depicted. Each antagonist cable comes out from the
Bowden cable, passes through an idle pulley, and then wraps
on the driving one. The idle pulley is hinged on a shaft rigidly
connected to the cantilever of the force sensor and deflects the
cable of an angle φ of 15°. Consequently, a component of the
cable force (
)) bends the cantilever. The strain of
the cantilever, which is linearly dependant on , is measured
by means of four piezoresistive strain gauges (ESU-025-1000,
Entran, England, UK) mounted in full-bridge configuration,
and conditioned by a commercial electronics (MecoStrain,
MECO, Italy). The mechanical structure of the force sensor
was designed to work in safe condition against any overload.
In fact, a mechanical end stop prevents the cantilever from
becoming loaded over the yield stress and limits the maximum
sensed cable force to 200 N. Voltage-to-force curves of the
force sensors were characterized and exhibited high linearity
(RMSE=0.05 N and R2=1) and low hysteresis (0.05% of the
full-scale range). Peak-to-peak noise was quantified as 0.05 N,
constant over the full-scale range.
Two linear potentiometers (SLS095, Penny&Giles, Dorset,
UK) are used for the measurement of the piston positions with
an accuracy of 0.01 millimeters.
E. Control system
The actuation system of NEUROExos allows for the use of
two alternative control strategies: the passive-compliance
control and the torque control, respectively for the execution
of robot-in-charge and patient-in-charge exercises.
1) Passive-compliance control
NEUROExos antagonistic actuation and passivecompliance control take inspiration from the human
musculoskeletal system, which powers the limbs by using
antagonistic muscle pairs. The musculoskeletal system
generates a convergent force field around an equilibrium
position of the limb by relying on the elastic properties of
antagonistic muscles. The selective activation of one of the
two muscles displaces the convergent field towards a new
equilibrium position and, consequently, changes the position
of the limb. The simultaneous co-activation of both muscles
(i.e. muscles co-contraction) increases the slope of the
convergent field (i.e. the joint stiffness), leaving the limb
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position unchanged [65]-[69]. In a similar way, the actuation
system of NEUROExos can apply a convergent torque field
around a certain angular position (i.e. the equilibrium point)
by regulating the rest lengths of two opposite elastic actuation
lines. The slope of this convergent torque field (i.e. the joint
stiffness) can be regulated independently of the equilibrium
position, thanks to the non-linearity of the compliant elements
[69].
The torque
applied by the antagonistic cables on the
NEUROExos active joint is:
(1)
where
is the radius of the driving pulley,
is the
transmission ratio of the planetary gear, and
and
are
the force applied by the flexor and extensor units respectively.
Assuming the steel cable is infinitely stiff, the total elongation
of the transmission line coincides with the elongation of the
non-linear elastic element and, consequently, the force driven
by each cable is a non-linear function of the spring elongation:
.

(2)

The elongation , of each actuation unit, depends linearly
on both the piston position and the joint angle
(3)
where
and
are the piston positions of the extensor
and flexor units respectively,
is a fixed reference angle, and
and
are the positions for which the elongations
and
are nil when
(
, and
corresponds to the configuration of maximum extension).
The joint equilibrium position
is easily calculated by
making
, and substituting (3) in (2):
(4)
where
and
. By
appropriately changing the reference frames for the piston
positions, it is possible to have
, so that (4)
becomes:
.
(5)
The joint stiffness, defined as
, is equal to:
(6)
As equations (5) and (6) show, the joint equilibrium position
is proportional to
while the joint stiffness
changes linearly with
. Thereby, the joint
equilibrium position and stiffness can be regulated
independently.
NEUROExos joint passive compliance is controlled by
means of a two-layer hierarchical control system.
The high-level layer is dedicated to the coordination of the
piston positions. Given the desired passive compliance, i.e.
desired joint equilibrium position (
) and stiffness (
),
the high-level layer calculates the desired piston positions of
both the flexor and extensor units by using two new control
variables, which are a linear combination of
and
(see
Fig. 7-a). The differential-mode command, is defined as a
reciprocal shift of the antagonist pistons:

Fig. 7 Block diagram of NEUROExos control strategies: (a) passivecompliance control, (b) torque control.

.
(7)
The common-mode command, is an equal shift of the
antagonist pistons:
(8)
Substituting (7) and (8) into (5) and (6), we get the final
equations describing how differential- and common-mode
commands can be used to respectively control the joint
position (9) and stiffness (10):
(9)
.
(10)
The differential- and common-mode commands are then
converted into piston positions:
.

(11)

The low-level layer controls the hydraulic piston positions
and
by means of two independent PI closed-loop
regulators [57] with a 20 Hz bandwidth.
In a robot-in-charge task, the passive-compliance controller
moves the human elbow by displacing the equilibrium
position
of NEUROExos along a desired trajectory. The
passive-compliance controller acts in open-loop fashion with
respect to , and generates a torque field proportional to the
and . This way, NEUROExos does not force
the position of the human joint (like a position servo would
do), but rather it allows deviations from the predefined path:
the actual position is regulated by the following dynamics
equation:
(12)
where [N·m·s2/rad],
[kg] and [m] denote the inertia,
mass and equivalent length of human forearm and hand
coupled with the NEUROExos forearm module,
[m/s2]
denotes the constant of gravity,
and
denote
respectively the torque applied by the NEUROExos actuation,
i.e.
, and the torque applied by
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human muscles activation on the elbow,
takes into
account the friction loss in the planetary gear and the Bowden
cables, and
is the angle between the longitudinal axis of
the upper-arm link and the gravity vector (adjustable in the
range [0°,45°] by an external frame).
In quasi-stationary (i.e.
) condition and ignoring
static friction losses, the actual position depends solely on
the human muscles activation and the gravity:
(13)
In this case, it follows that
when
, which happens when the human voluntary
action balances the gravity action.
2) Torque control
In order to be used for patient-in-charge control strategies,
torque control should be able to provide the patient with an
assisitve torque with near-zero output impedance, i.e. with
minimum to null joint parasitic stiffness.
As shown in the block diagram of Fig. 7-b, the torque
control of NEUROExos relies on the independent closed-loop
control of the cable force powered by each actuation unit. The
desired torque
is converted to desired forces on the
antagonistic cables by means of the following equation:

(14)

where
is a preload force constantly
applied to both the antagonist cables and
. Then, the desired cable forces serve as
input of two independent closed-loop force controllers. The
closed-loop control architecture is that of a classical PID
regulator, with a saturation interval of [-0.14, 0.14] m/s for the
speed of the hydraulic piston, and an anti-wind-up scheme.
The PID regulator operates on the error between the desired
and measured cable forces and outputs the speed of the
hydraulic piston, which is controlled by means of the DC
proportional electro valve (see Section III.C). PID regulators
were tuned manually for achieving the widest possible closedloop bandwidth.
By setting the preload force
we tune the physical joint
stiffness, which is then lowered by the action of the closedloop controllers. The relationship between preload force and
physical stiffness can be obtained by reversing (2)-(3) and
applying (6):
(15)
3) Control unit and safety loop
NEUROExos controllers run on a real-time control system
(PXI-8196 RT, National Instrument, Austin, TX, USA)
equipped with a data acquisition card (M-series, National
Instrument, Austin, TX, USA). The high-level layers run at
100 Hz, while the low-level closed-loop (position and force)
controllers run at 1 kHz. Signals of both cable force and piston
positions sensors are sampled at 250 kHz, then low-pass
filtered and down-sampled to 1 kHz.

Fig. 8 Plots of experimental data recorded during the characterization
of 4-DOF passive mechanism: (a) reference coordinate system and
instantaneous rotation axes AFE(n) for Subject 1, (b)
, Δh(t), γh(t)
and γf(t) for Subject 1.

The NEUROExos control system implements a safety loop
that switches off the actuation when the force on a cable
exceeds 150 N, the joint torque 10 Nm, or the joint speed is
greater than 400 deg/s. In addition, in order to detect possible
failures of the force sensors and prevent the user from injuries
and the system from damages, the safety loop compares the
output of the force sensor with an estimate of
obtained
through (2) and (3), and switches off the actuation when the
difference is more than 30 N.
III. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we characterized the 4-DOF passive
mechanism (Section II.B), by testing its effectiveness in
aligning the robot with the user’s elbow axis, and the
performance of the two control strategies (Section II.E).
A. Characterization of the 4-DOF passive mechanism
Five healthy subjects (3 males and 2 females) volunteered
to participate in the experiment. Each subject wore
NEUROExos and performed a cyclical flexion-extension
movement (amplitude of about 100°, frequency of about 0.35
Hz, total duration of 120 s). Actuation was unplugged during
the experiment. The AFE rotation axis was tracked by means of
an optical motion capture system (460, VICON, Oxford, UK)
using six passive optical markers. Two markers were placed
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on upper- and forearm external shells to identify the
longitudinal axis of each link. Two markers were applied
coaxially to the driving pulley to identify the AFE axis.
The motion of the AFE rotation axis was described in terms
of the two angles γf and γh, which indicate respectively the
rotation on the frontal and on the horizontal planes, and a
translation Δh on the horizontal plane. For each subject and
each trial, we applied the following four-step algorithm to
identify the horizontal and frontal planes of the human elbow
articulation and to compute γf, γh and Δh.
Step 1) For each time sample n between 1 and N, we
extracted a geometrical representation of the rotation axis
AFE(n), and of the longitudinal segment of the NEUROExos
upper-arm UA(n) and forearm FA(n) links (UA(n) is fixed).
Step 2) We calculated the average rotation axis avAFE over
the entire set of recorded rotation axes AFE(1 … N).
Step 3) We identified three orthogonal datum planes.
Among the infinite planes orthogonal to avAFE, the reference
Sagittal Plane (rSP) was chosen to minimize the average
distance between the intersection points of AFE(1 … N) and
rSP with avAFE. The reference Frontal Plane (rFP) was
defined as the plane orthogonal to rSP which passes trough
av
AFE and the segment UA. Finally, a reference Horizontal
Plane (rHP) was defined to be orthogonal to both rSP and rFP,
and passing through avAFE. In Fig. 8-a, the three datum planes
along with AFE(1 … N) are depicted for Subject 1.
Step 4) We computed γf(n) as the angle between rFP and the
projection of AFE(n) on rSP. Likewise, γh(n) was calculated as
the angle between rHP and the projection of AFE(n) on rSP.
Δh(n) is obtained from the projection of the distance between
AFE(n) and avAFE onto rHP.
Fig. 8-b shows the position of AFE for Subject 1, in terms of
γh, γf and Δh, along with the elbow flexion-extension angle  .
Table I reports the mean absolute value, the minimum and
maximum of γh, γf and Δh for all subjects, plus the average of
these values over all subjects.
B. Characterization of the passive-compliance control
In this Section we evaluate the static and dynamic
performances of the passive-compliance control. All the
experiments were performed with
.
1) Static characterization
The static characterization aims to verify the NEUROExos
passive joint stiffness performances in static conditions (i.e.
). The equilibrium position was set to
, then,
for five different common-mode commands (i.e.
), we manually displaced the NEUROExos
joint about 15° in both directions in quasi-static conditions
(i.e.
). For each value of
the procedure was iterated
ten times in both flexion and extension directions.
The results of this characterization are shown in Fig. 9-a.
The measured torque increases linearly with the absolute value
of the difference between the equilibrium position and the
actual position
. An increase of the commonmode command results in a higher slope of the torque vs.
angular displacement curve, and therefore, in an increased
passive joint stiffness. The joint stiffness values were
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Table I Results of the 4-DOF passive mechanism characterization.
For each subject, we reported the mean of the absolute value, the
maximum and the minimum of γf [deg], γh [deg] and Δh [mm], along
with their averaged value overall five subjects.
Subject

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

Mean ± std

mean(|γf|)

2.38

2.08

2.05

3.46

2.45

2.49±0.56

max(γf)

6.13

6.05

7.08

8.68

8.96

7.38±1.29

min(γf)

-9.62

-6.81

-5.97

-14.2

-9.03

-9.12±1.05

mean(|γh|)

1.90

1.88

1.95

1.73

0.61

1.62±0.56

max(γh)

3.22

4.61

5.46

3.05

2.25

3.72±1.29

min(γh)

-4.40

-4.13

-4.13

-4.96

-2.16

-3.96±1.05

mean(|Δh|)

0.52

0.84

1.79

1.37

0.86

1.07±0.52

max(Δh)

2.89

5.56

9.52

12.5

6.39

7.39±3.73

min(Δh)

-2.27

-3.37

-5.12

-5.55

-8.82

-5.03±2.49

Table II Static Characterization: fitting results.
0
24.6
0.06

[mm]
[N·m/rad]
RMSE [N·m/rad]

1
29.2
0.04

2
36.6
0.07

3
46.4
0.06

4
56.7
0.13

Table III Angular step response results.
[mm]
Rise Time [s]
Steady-state

[deg]

0
0.071
0.51

1
0.067
0.23

2
0.064
0.12

1
6.91
89.5

2
7.24
85.8

Table IV Angular chirp response results.
0
6.45
93.1

[mm]
-3dB bandwidth [Hz]
-3 dB phase [deg]

Table V Mean and the standard deviation of the amplitude difference
between the reference and actual angular, and RMSE of
, for the four joint stiffness levels.
[mm]
Amplitude
difference [deg]
RMSE of

[deg]

0

1

2

3

22.2±1.4

15.6±2.2

6.1±1.8

2.2±0.4

12.1

8.06

5.7

4.96

estimated through linear fitting (see Fig. 9-a) and are reported
in Table II.
2) Dynamic characterization
To characterize the dynamic behaviour of the passivecompliance control, we performed a step and chirp response
analysis with three different common-mode values. The
passive compliance control was also tested in a prototypical
robot-in-charge task.
Step response) To characterize the adjustable dynamic
behaviour of the variable-compliance joint, the step and chirp
response analysis was executed with NEUROExos unloaded,
i.e. neither did a subject wear it nor were additionally mock-up
masses connected to the moving link. A 30° position step was
given at three
levels: 0, 1 and 2 mm. Twenty repetitions
were performed. Fig. 9-b shows the angular trajectory
averaged over all the iterations for each stiffness level. As
reported in Table III, the rise time decreases proportionally
with the increase of the joint stiffness. Moreover, the steadystate angular error
decreases with the level of stiffness (see
Table III).
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Fig. 9 Experimental characterization of the passive-compliance control: (a) joint torque vs. joint angle displacement curves, (b) step response
averaged over 20 iterations, (c) chirp response, (d) sine-wave prototypical task.

The step response is underdamped, with an overshoot of
3.7-19% and a steady-state error of 0.4-1.7% of the amplitude.
By increasing the joint stiffness, over-shoot, steady-state error
and rise time decrease of 80.8% (from 5.79 to 1.11 deg),
76.4% (from 0.51 to 0.12 deg) and 9.85% (from 0.071 to
0.064 s) respectively, and the peak velocity increases of
11.1%, from 420.1 to 467.2 deg/s.
Steady-state
results from the combined action of the
gravity and friction. In fact, the value of
resulting from the
sole action of the gravity (which can be computed by means of
(13) and assuming =0.65 kg and =10.36·10-2 m) is lower
than the actual one of 0.66°, 0.75° and 0.66°, for
equal to
1, 2 and 3 mm respectively.
Chirp response) The frequency response of the position
control was characterized by displacing the equilibrium
position along a linear chirp (frequency 0-8 Hz, duration 480
s, amplitude 30°). The same chirp was repeated for three
stiffness levels (
equal to 0, 1 and 2 mm). The estimated
Bode diagram (amplitude and phase) of the system
was obtained as the ratio between the power
spectral density of the measured and input positions. Fig. 9-c
shows the resulting Bode plot for each stiffness level and
Table IV reports the -3dB bandwidth.
Prototypical robot-in-charge task) In order to evaluate the
functionality of the NEUROExos system, a prototypical task
was designed and tested on a healthy volunteer (male, 27 years
old, 70 Kg). This task simulates a simple rehabilitation
procedure, with the subject totally passive and the exoskeleton
driving his arm. NEUROExos was programmed to move the
equilibrium position along a sinusoidal trajectory (amplitude

105° deg, from 10° to 115°, frequency 0.5 Hz). A two-minute
sequence was repeated with four levels of joint stiffness,
obtained by setting
equal to 0, 1, 2, 3 mm. Fig. 9-d
shows the commanded and measured angular trajectories for
the four levels of stiffness. For the sake of clarity, only one
sine wave period is shown. It can be seen that there is an
angular difference between the equilibrium and the actual
trajectory. By increasing the joint stiffness, the difference
is reduced. Table V reports the mean and standard deviation of
the amplitude difference between the equilibrium and the
actual angular trajectory, and the RMSE of
over the entire
duration of the sine wave, for the four levels of joint stiffness.
C. Characterization of the torque control
In order to characterize the closed-loop torque control
performance, we analyzed the response of the system to a
torque step and a torque chirp command, calculating also the
resulting output impedance.
1) Step and chirp response
Both step and chirp responses were evaluated in static
conditions (i.e.
) with the NEUROExos joint being
mechanically blocked and the preloading force set to
.
The step response (from 1 to 7 N·m) was evaluated over 20
iterations. The averaged response is shown in Fig. 10-a. The
average value of the rise time was 0.054±0.002 s, the settling
time was 0.08±0.003 and the maximum overshoot was
0.27±0.007 N·m.
The chirp response was iterated three times. The reference
torque was a chirp signal with mean amplitude of 2 N·m (1 to
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3 N·m) and a 0-12 Hz linear frequency sweep over 600 s. The
resulting amplitude Bode diagram of the chirp response is
reported in Fig. 10-b, and the estimated -3 dB bandwidth was
10.35 Hz.
2) Characterization of the joint output impedance
The output impedance of NEUROExos in torque control
mode was tested to assess quantitatively the effort that users
need to move the robot in zero torque mode (i.e.
).
Impedance was evaluated by moving the joint in zero torque
mode and measuring the interaction with force sensors. The
transfer function from joint angle to actuator torque is an
estimate of the output impedance of NEUROExos in torque
control mode [48].
A volunteer wore NEUROExos and performed a quasisinusoidal flexion-extension motion, with a torque reference
of zero and
. The amplitude of the movement was
about 30°, the frequency varied linearly in the range 0.3-3.2
Hz for total 40 s of recording. The movement pace was
indicated to the user by visual feedback and a metronome.
Five iterations were performed for statistical purposes.
Fig. 10-c shows the profile of the interaction torque felt by
the subject during the task, along with the profile of the
flexion-extension angle. It can been seen that the interaction
torque amplitude increases with the motion frequency,
reaching 1.80 N·m for 3 Hz motion.
Fig. 10-d shows the Bode plot of the transfer function from
the joint angle to the interaction torque. It can be seen that the
joint output impedance increases across the spectrum,
increasing from about 1 N·m/rad, for a 0.3 Hz motion, up to
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about 10 N·m/rad at 3.2 Hz.
IV. DISCUSSION
This paper introduced the design of the robotic elbow
exoskeleton NEUROExos and presented the results of the
experimental activities which aimed at assessing: 1) the
NEUROExos pHRI surface, 2) the functionality of the 4-DOF
passive mechanism for aligning the robot and user’s flexionextension axes; 3) the performance of the antagonistic
actuation, and control system.
A. pHRI surface
The double-shelled structure allowed users with different
arm sizes to fit easily in the exoskeleton, thanks to the
different sizes of inner shells and to the laxity between inner
and outer parts.
Shaped inner shells maximized the human-robot contact area
reducing the pressure on the user’s skin and improving
comfort. This latter aspect was quantitatively assessed in [41],
showing typical peak pressures of 7.5 kPa, which is well under
the threshold of pain [72], [73]. In addition, despite inner
shells encompass the arm, they allowed unconstrained elbow
movement thanks to the compliance of the inner layer and of
the sylicon belts, which absorbed the volumetric changes of
upper-arm and forearm, caused by the muscular activity.
NEUROExos links (outer shells) provided sufficient
structural rigidity to transfer torques up to ±15 Nm, despite
the low weight (1.65 kg and 0.65 kg for the upper and lower
arm, resepctively), thanks to the double-walled carbon-fiber

Fig. 10 Experimental characterization of the NEUROExos torque control: (a) step response averaged over 20 iterations, (b) chirp response:
amplitude Bode diagram of the transfer function from desired to measured joint torque, (c) characterization of the joint output impedance:
angular displacement and interaction torque over a 3 Hz motion range, (d) Bode diagram of the transfer function from angular displacement to
interaction torque.
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structure.
B. 4-DOF mechanism
The 4-DOF passive mechanism aligns the human and robot
rotation axes, and follows the physiological displacement of
the elbow axis during flexion-extension movements (see Fig.
3). This mechanism (see Fig. 5), allows a frontal plane rotation
γf = ±15° and a horizontal plane rotation γh = ±21°. Such
ROMs are larger than the displacement of human elbow axis
during flexion-extension movements. In fact, human studies
showed that the observed frontal plane rotation βf was ±5° and
the horizontal plane rotation βh was ±3°. Having larger ROM
the 4-DOF mechanism can compensate for inter-subject
variability [44]-[46], which acts as an offset on the
physiological rotation ranges.
Results on five healthy subjects clearly showed that the
system can track the elbow axis on the whole movement
range. Fig. 8-b shows (for Subject 1) that the rotation angles γf
and γh have a periodic trend along with the task of flexionextension. Data in Table I, show that the average measured
ROM of γf and γh (respectively equal to 16° and 7°) complies
with the ROM of the human elbow axis found in [44]-[46].
Table I also shows that ∆h has an average measured peak-topeak ROM of about 10 millimeters. This shows that the
rotation axis moves on the horizontal plane during the flexionextension task and can unload the human joint from undesired
translational forces.
C. Passive-compliance and torque control modalities
The experimental characterization of the passive-compliance
control and the torque control proved the usability of
NEUROExos in different rehabilitation therapies.
Considering both control modes, the joint stiffness can be
tuned from near-zero to about 60 N·m/rad (see Fig. 9 and Fig.
10). The robot is therefore suitable to execute both robot-incharge and patient-in-charge exercises and, as a consequence,
to assist the movement of users with different level of
impairment.
Passive-compliance control) Results of the static
characterization (Fig. 9-a and Table I) prove that, by
regulating the resting length of the two springs through the
command, the passive compliance of NEUROExos can
be tuned from 24 N m/rad up to 57 N m/rad, with
increasing from 0 to 4 millimeters.
The friction loss given by Bowden cables is relatively low
and does not affect significantly the passive elastic behaviour
of the joint. This is evidenced by two factors. First, static
friction torque (i.e. torque offset in Fig. 9-a) is relatively
small: it is 0.5 N m, equal to 3.5% of the maximum torque
output. Second, the sitffness range is close to the nominal
values calculated through (6) (
N m/rad), 5-8% lower than the measured. Furthermore, the
passive stiffness is highly linear, as shown by the maximum
RMSE of the fitting in Fig. 10-a (see Table I), spanning from
0.8% to 2.6% of the maximum torque (i.e. 5 N m).
The results of the dynamic characterization (Fig. 9-b, c, d
and Table II-V) show that the passive-compliance control can
be used to displace the user’s elbow, along a desired trajectory
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with different levels of stiffness, full stable dynamic behaviour
and adequate bandwidth.
Bode diagram of Fig. 9-c shows that
has a resonance
frequency around 4.5-5 Hz. Since most rehabilitation tasks are
commonly limited to about 1 Hz [11], [24], [25], [28], the
passive-compliance control will guarantee 0 dB and full
stability.
Dynamic responses also show that, by increasing the joint
stiffness, the system becomes faster (i.e., increase of natural
frequency, decrease of rise time) and more damped (i.e.,
decrease of overshoot and resonance peak). The increased
damping is likely due to the Bowden transmission combined
with the antagonistic actuation. By increasing the joint
stiffness, and thus the preloading force, we get a higher cable
friction and, consequenlty, higher joint viscosity and damping
[57], [64]. This behaviour enhances the safety of NEUROExos
in the stiffer range, with the system capable of better
absorbing the effect of undesired (e.g. spastic) movements of
the user.
Results of the prototypical task, shown in Fig. 9-d,
demonstrate that NEUROExos can drive the human elbow
along a desired path in a stable and compliant manner. The
passive-compliance control softly attracts the human elbow on
the desired path and allows a difference between and
( ), which lowers with
increasing. This feature is
important to successful restore the patient’s motor function.
An adjustable soft assistance allows the adaptation of the
torque field to the specific level of impairment of the patient
and promotes a gradual active involvement of the subject [11],
[74]-[77].
Steady-state
is significantly higher when driving the arm
(Fig. 9-d) than when empty (Table III and Table V). This
discrepancy is related to the compliant behaviour of the
control and actuation system, which allows a
which
depends upon the stiffness coefficient and the loading
conditions. When the arm is fit in the exoskeleton,
gravitational (
kg) and inertial (
m) loads are
much higher than in the free movement conditions, and thus
is also higher.
Torque control) By using the same actuation system we
could implement a closed-loop torque control. The dynamic
characterization of the controller showed a -3dB bandwidth of
10.35 Hz which is sufficiently high for most rehabilitation
exercises, given the fact that the human arm can produce
muscular torque with a bandwidth of about 3.5 Hz [78].
Importantly, the system shows low output impedance over
the typical bandwidth of the human arm movement. This
means that if users can actively move their arm, the
exoskeleton would have a minimal load on it avoiding to
increase the effort. Under the action of the torque control, the
joint output impedance is lowered (by 29 dB) to 1 N·m/rad
and (by 9 dB) to 10 N·m/rad, during respectively 0.3 Hz and
3.2 Hz motion, compared to the passive impedance of 30
N·m/rad for
(see (15)).
Over the band 0.3-3.2 Hz, the measured values of parasitic
torque (and stiffness) are relatively low and comparable to the
ones reported in state-of-the-art robots [48]. Furthermore, over
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the typical frequency spectrum of rehabilitation tasks (which
is usually upper limited to about 0.5-1 Hz), NEUROExos
stiffness is as low as 1.5 N m/rad, introducing parasitic torque
peaks (see also Fig. 10-c, d) which are negligible during the
execution of active movements, as demonstrated by the
experiments carried out in [38]-[40]. Indeed, as shown in [38],
wide bandwidth and minimum parasitic stiffness allow the
torque control to be used in a hierarchical control strategy,
where a higher control layer sets the desired value of
according to a defined assistance strategy which partly
compensates for inertia, viscosity and gravity torque of the
elbow-NEUROExos coupled system.
Actuation and control hardware modules) The hardware
modules of NEUROExos actuation and control system have
been designed in order to fit a typical clinical environment for
physical rehabilitation. The remote position of the actuation
system allows to reduce the encumbrance and mass of the part
of the robot that is actually worn by the user. This increase the
performance of the systems as well as its acceptability.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented NEUROExos, a novel powered
exoskeleton for elbow rehabilitation. NEUROExos possesses
three main innovative features: the double-shelled links, the
four DOF passive mechanism and a compliant antagonistic
actuation system. These features address three important
design requirements for a dependable device for physical
rehabilitation: (1) a wide and comfortable human-robot
physical interface which can gently transmit the interaction
torque, (2) the kinematic compatibility between the human and
the exoskeleton, to ensure a proper torque transmission to the
human joint without the risk of overloading the patient's
articulations, and (3) a safe and effective actuation system,
which can allow the execution of both robot-in-charge and
patient-in-charge rehabilitation exercises. In this paper, the
design and development of the system was described in detail,
in assocition with experimental characterization performed to
assess its effectiveness in a working scenario.
Future works will aim at using NEUROExos to carry out
post-stroke rehabilitation trials inside a clinica setting.
Attention will be also devoted to explore design solutions for
developing a more compact acutation and control system,
based on the use of electromagnetic motors and embedded
control units.
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